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A CONTROLLED PLUS CONSTRUCTION
FOR CRUMPLED LAMINATIONS

R. J. DAVERMAN AND F. C. TINSLEY

Abstract. Given a closed «-manifold M (n > 4) and a finitely generated

perfect subgroup P of 7i[ (M), we previously developed a controlled version of

Quillen's plus construction, namely a cobordism ( W, M, N) with the inclu-

sion j: N i-> W a homotopy equivalence and kernel of i# : K\(M) i-> ̂ (H7)

equalling the smallest normal subgroup of n\(M) containing P together with

a closed map p: W >-► [0, 1] such that p~x{t) is a closed «-manifold for

every t € [0, 1] and, in particular, M = p~'(0) and N = p~'(l). We

accomplished this by constructing an acyclic map of manifolds /: M >-> N

having the right fundamental groups, and W arose as the mapping cylinder of

/ with a collar attached along N. The main result here presents a condition

under which the desired controlled plus construction can still be accomplished

in many cases even when n\(M) contains no finitely generated perfect sub-

groups. By-products of these results include a new method for constructing

wild embeddings of codimension one manifolds and a better understanding of

perfect subgroups of finitely presented groups.

0. Introduction

Given a closed «-manifold M (n > 4) and perfect subgroup P of K\ (M)

whose normal closure in n\(M) is finitely generated as a normal subgroup,

Quillen's plus construction [Ql] provides a cobordism (W, M, N) where W

is a compact (n + l)-manifold with boundary M u N, the inclusion N c

W is a homotopy equivalence, and n\(N) is isomorphic to the quotient of

it\(M) by the normal closure of P in 7ti(Af). For some time in a continuing
effort to expand on [Li] and [Da3] we have sought to obtain a somewhat more

controlled version of Quillen's construction. The desired control is that of

a crumpled lamination on W, namely, a closed map p: W h-> [0, 1] such

that p~l(t) is a closed «-manifold for every í e [0, 1] and, in particular,

M — p~l(0) and N = p~l(l). We often denote a crumpled lamination by

the 4-tuple ( W, M, N, p). With finitely generated subgroups P the goal was

achieved in [DT2, Theorem 5.2], basically through the construction of an acyclic

map of manifolds /: M h-* N having the right fundamental groups, and W

then arose as the mapping cylinder of / together with a collar attached along

N. However, there do exist manifolds M whose fundamental groups contain
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(non-finitely-generated) perfect subgroups P for which there is no acyclic map

from M to another manifold N killing P at the fundamental group level.

The main result here presents a condition under which desired controlled plus

construction can still be accomplished.

The word 'crumpled' hints at the likelihood of wildness in this sort of lami-

nation p on ( W, M, N). Indeed, if the manifolds M and N are homotopi-

cally inequivalent, then some p~l(t) must be wildly embedded in W [Da3,

Corollary 4.3]. Although the literature on wild and flat embeddings includes an

extensive variety of results and examples, little of it readily applies to this par-

ticular setting, and a by-product of this paper is a new method for constructing

wild embeddings of codimension one manifolds.

We call the unique maximal perfect subgroup of any group, G, its wild

group, written Wild(G) [C2, p. 859]. For any subset, 5, of G we denote

the normal closure of S in G by ncl(S, G), and define it to be the smallest
normal subgroup of G containing S.

The simplest example of a group G for which the methods here provide a

crumpled lamination (W,M,N), where nx(M) = G and n\(N) is a proper

quotient of G, is the group presented as

(0.1) G=(y,t\y = [y,y^])

(here, y' = t~lyt). Howie [H] has shown that G has no finitely generated

perfect subgroups, so our earlier construction does not apply. Furthermore,

Tinsley has shown [T] that every acyclic map / from an arbitrary manifold

M with fundamental group G to an ANR X has trivial nx-kernel. A single

Tietze transformation yields the presentation

(0.2) G=(y,x,t\y = [y,yx],txrl=y).

Let H be the subgroup (y, x\y = [y, yx]) and K the 2-complex arising nat-

urally from the given presentation of H. The relevant data are:

(1) For any «-manifold M with « > 4 and n\(M) = G there is a locally
tame embedding f : K >-> M with f#(nx(K)) = H.

(2) Wild(H) = ncl(y, H) ¿ 1.
(3) ncl(Wild(//), G) = ncl(H, G).
(4) HX(K) S Z and H2(K) s 0 .

A corollary to our work is the construction of a crumpled lamination

(W ,M,N) with n{(M)^G and nx(N)^ G/H SZ.
To state a more general theorem, we need a definition. A finite 2-complex K

is said to be almost-acyclic if H2(K; Z) = 0 and H\(K; Z) is free. The main

result of the paper appears in §2.

Theorem 2.0. Suppose K is an almost acyclic 2-complex and f:K\-^M is a

locally tame embedding such that

U(nx(K))<nzl(U(Wxld(nx(K))),nx(M)).

Then there exists a crumpled lamination (W, M, N, p) with p~l([0, |)) =

M x[0, 1), P-1([l> 1]) = Nx [0, 1], and

7T,(/V) ̂ 7ii(Af)/ncl(image(/#), nx(M)).
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We use Theorem 5.1 of [DT2] to characterize certain cobordisms up to h-

cobordism. A cobordism (W, M, N) is a one-sided «-cobordism if the in-

clusion j: N i-> W is a homotopy equivalence. A finitely presented group

is almost-acyclic if it has a finite presentation whose associated 2-complex is
almost acyclic. Then

Theorem 2.2. Suppose (W, M, N) is a one-sided h-cobordism with ker(y'#)

< H = ncl(Wild(//), %\(M)) where H is an almost acyclic subgroup of n\(M)

and j : M i-> W is inclusion. Then (W, M, N) admits a crumpled lamina-

tion p:W ■-» [0, 1] with p~x ([0, |))sMx [0, \) and p~x (jf, 1]) an
h-cobordism (possibly nontrivial).

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.0 we show in § 1 how to construct a degree

one map A : M h-> N with ker(A#) = 7ri(Af)/ncl(image(./#), nx(M)). In this
simpler setting we give many of the details necessary for the proof of Theorem

2.0. Section 2 develops relative versions of the results in the previous section

necessary for the proof of the main theorem. In §3 we give the arguments
sufficient to shrink the cell-like decompositions which arise at the end of §2.

Other than the technology of Edwards [E2], §3 is self-contained. Finally, in the

spirit of Howie [H] we further classify perfect subgroups of finitely presented
groups. In particular, we introduce two new classes motivated by the geometric

and group-theoretic content of this paper and investigate the behavior of these

under the standard group theoretic operations.

1. Almost acyclic complexes and degree one maps

In this section we show how to construct special degree one maps of manifolds

by identifying almost acyclic complexes to points. Our construction also serves

as a model for construction of a corresponding crumpled lamination in the next

section.

For the remainder of this section let G be a finitely presented group and M

a closed, orientable «-manifold with « > 4 and nx(M) = G. We prove the

following:

Proposition 1.0. Suppose K is an almost acyclic 2-complex and f : K t-> M is

a locally tame embedding such that

Miti(K)) < ncl(/#(Wild(;r,(*))), nx(M)).

Then there exists a degree one map A : M h-> N onto an n-manifold, N, such

that A equals the composition v o ô o « o p where p identifies f(K) to a point,

h is an approximate inverse to a cell-like map, ô identifies a wedge of2-spheres

to a point, and v is an acyclic map.

A corollary to the construction of A is that

ker(A#) = ncl(f#(nl(K)),nl(M)).

Denote the commutator subgroup of a group G by [G, G]. Recall that a

group G is perfect if G - [G, G]. Finally, a complex is acyclic if its reduced

homology with Z-coefficients is trivial.
If nx(M) contains a finitely generated perfect subgroup, P, then there is an

acyclic 2-complex K and a nice embedding f:K^M with nx(M/f(K)) =

ni(M)/ncl(P, ni(M))  [DT2].   Let p: M i-> M/f(K) be the decomposition
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map. Now, M/f(K) is a generalized manifold which fails to be a manifold

at a single point. M/f(K) has a resolution d: N \-> M/f(K) where TV is
an «-manifold and d has a single nontrivial, cell-like point-preimage [CBL]

or [Qn2]. For an appropriate approximate inverse h to d, the composition

« o p : M >-> N is of degree one and ker((« o p)#) = ncl(f#(nx(K)), nx(M)).

We use this construction as a model for building special degree one maps of

manifolds where, in fact, Ti\(M) may contain no nontrivial finitely generated

perfect subgroups. In particular, the kernel of the induced ^i-homomorphism

is not the normal closure of a finitely generated perfect group.

Suppose that K is an almost acyclic 2-complex, f:K^M is a locally tame

embedding, f# : Ttx(K) i-> nx(M) is the induced homomorphism on fundamen-

tal groups, and that

(1.1) 1 #/#(*,(*)) <nd(/#(Wüd(jr,(*))), k{(M)).

Identify a manifold mapping cylinder neighborhood Nk of f(K) in M [Qnl,
Theorem 3.1.1]. If M is PL, we take this neighborhood to be a regular neigh-

borhood of f(K). Let p: M h-> M/f(K) be the decomposition map. Since
f(K) is a polyhedron, M/f(K) is an ANR of finite type. Now M/f(K) fails
to be a manifold only at the point x = \f(K)\. However, it also fails to be a
generalized manifold at this point. In particular,

(1.2) H2(M/f(K), M/f(K)-x;Z) St HX(K) # 0.

Details of (1.2) are included in the Appendix.
Despite the nonmanifold features, M/f(K) still has a resolution in the sense

that there is a nicer space, Y, and a cell-like map, rf: 7h M/f(K).
To construct d first observe that

(1.3) 7t1(M/f(K))^nx(M)/ncl(Mnl(K)), nx(M)).

By (1.1) necessarily

(1.4) ncl(M7ix(K)),7il(M))=ncl(MWld(nx(K))), nx(M))

Since U\(K) is finitely generated, there is a finite collection of elements y¡ £
Wild(7Ti(tf)) with

(1.5) ncl(M7n(K)), m(M)) = ncl({yx, ..., yt}, nx(M)).

We now obtain the resolution using the technique developed by Cannon [Cl]

and explicated by Daverman [Da4, Chapter VII]. For each y¡ there is an open

grope, Di, and a pointed (with basepoint in bdy(D,)) map, p,■: D¡\-^ K, such

that p,(bdy(D/)) is a loop representing y¡ e Wild(nx(K)). Since f:Kv-*M

is locally tame, p, induces a map p, : Df h-> M/f(K) where D+ is the closed

grope, Pi(Dj) c M/f(K) -x, and p¡(D+ -D¡) - x (D+ -D¡ is called the tip
set of D¡ ). Since « > 5, we may assume pj\D¡ is a locally tame embedding

and that the images Pi(D¡) are mutually disjoint. For each i , I < i < t, v/e

can identify a manifold mapping cylinder neighborhood, P¡, of each p,(A) C

M/f(K)-x with r¡: P¡ >-> p,(A) the associated strong deformation retraction

satisfying

(1.6.1) lim (diam(r_1 o r,(*))) = 0 uniformly.
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There is a map x¡: Cf i-» P¡ U {x} where   Cf is a crumpled

(1.6.2) cube, t¡ is an embedding over P,;, and t~'(x) is a wild Cantor

set C, in bdy(C?) = S""1.

There exist a CE map ç,: fi" •-> Cf, where 5" is an «-cell,

and a collar X¡: Sn~x x [0, oo) ^ 5f on bdy(fif) such that
(1.6.3) the nontrivial point-preimages of ç, are precisely the wild arcs

{X¡(cx[0, l])\c £ C,} , Çi\Xi(S"-x x0) = identity, and A/(C,-x 1)
is tamely embedded in int(fif).

Identify loops {lx, ¡2, ... , ls} in K representing the generators of HX(K; Z).

Homotopically move each f(lf) off f(K) in M to an embedded loop, l¡, so

that the homotopy is an isotopy off f(K) and misses /¿-1(U'=i Pf) • By (1-5)

and general position, l¡ bounds a disk with holes, 0;, so that

(1.7.1) (e;-bdy(9;)) C (m-AK)- p~x (\JpA J ,

(1.7.2) bdyie^-Ôc/i-MLIflj

with the inclusion an embedding on each component.

Let

(1.8) Y = (m/AK) - MJint(Pf) j J u [(j8")

where Bf is attached to bdy(P,) U {x} by the map t, o çî|5,"_1 .

Lemma 1.1.   Y is an ANR.

Proof. What distinguishes this setting from that of Cannon is that M/f(K) is

not a generalized manifold. However, well-known results would apply if each

T,: Cf >-> Pi u {x} were an embedding. We show how to reduce our situation
to the case of an embedding for « > 6. We omit details for the case « — 5

which requires altering K in the manner discussed at the beginning of the next
section.

Without much loss of generality, there is a tame embedding y: K x [0, 1] >->

int(NK) with y\K x {1} = /. To see why, use general position to find an

embedding f\ : K >-► bdy (Nk) homotopic to f in NK, let y denote the

product embedding fx x id: K x [0, 1] >-> bdy (Nk) x [0, 1] into a collar on

bdy(.%), and replace the original / with y\K x {1}. Let Y be the use

decomposition of M consisting of points together with the nondegenerate ele-

ments {y(K x {t})\t £ [0, 1]} . Now we can embed each closed grope, Df , in

M¡T, by spreading out successive grope stages to different levels of the collar

on bdy (A^). This embeds each tip set in the image of the nondegeneracy

set, an arc, a. Here M/T is an ANR (it is a union of more obvious ANRs

(M - int(NK))/y(K x 0), (bdy (NK)/y(K x 0)) x [0, 1], and a third piece
homeomorphic to NK/y(K x 0)). As in [CBL] or [Da4, p. 276], when we take
thickenings, P[, of the embedded gropes, then

Y' = M/r-()Jint(P¡))o(\jBf)
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is an ANR. Finally, Y = Y'/a so Y is an ANR [Sm]. This completes the proof
of Lemma 1.1.

The construction identifies a cell-like map d : Y i-> M/f(K) which has a

single nontrivial point-preimage, d~x(x), homeomorphic to a wedge of arcs,

Viec -^i ' where C is a Cantor set and A¡ is an arc. Let y be the wedge point.

Then the map d: (Y, y) h-> (M/f(K), x) induces isomorphisms on local ho-

mology. In particular, Y - y is a manifold and

(1.9)
H2(Y, Y - y ; Z) £ //2(7, Y - d~x (x)) Si H2(M/f(K), M/f(K) - x ; Z)

= //i(tf;Z)

and each is finitely generated. We discuss this fact also in the Appendix.

Now, let Kj be the image under d~x o p of the homotopy taking /(/,) to

I i. Then

(1.10) e'J = (d-xop(ej)U(Kj~f(lJ))U{y})c((Y-d-x(x))U{y})

is a disk with holes with one fewer boundary components than 8, ( f(h ) ls

mapped to y ). The previous discussion allows that each boundary component

of 6^ is homotopically trivial in the manifold (Y - {y}). General position

in (Y - {y}) yields a wedge of 2-spheres, S = \JSJ=X Sj , locally tame modulo

the wedge point y where each Sj arises naturally as 8^ with disks attached

to boundary components. By construction, the inclusion of S into Y induces

isomorphisms on homology. In particular,

(1.11) H2(S;Z)-^H2(S,S-y;Z)-^H2(Y, Y-y;Z)^Zs

where Zs denotes the direct sum of 5 copies of Z. Let Z = Y/S, 6 :Y ^ Z

be the decomposition map, and z = S(S).

Lemma 1.2.  Z is a generalized n-manifold.

Proof. A detailed proof appears in the Appendix. However, the idea is as fol-

lows. First, since Y and S are both ANRs, so is Z . Next, since the 2-complex

K is almost acyclic, then the complex, K, obtained by abstractly attaching disks

to loops representing the generators of Hx (K ; Z), is acyclic. So if K were em-

bedded in an «-manifold, M, then M/K would be a generalized manifold.

Our construction is homologically equivalent to this. We first collapse K ob-

taining M/K. Next we apply the inverse of a cell-like map which does not

affect local homology. Finally, we identify the disks attached to representatives

of the generators of H\ (K ; Z) (which at this stage are topologically a wedge of

2-spheres), collapse them out. and, in effect, complete the collapse of K in two

steps.
Since Z is a manifold except possibly at z, then Z is a manifold if given

any neighborhood U of z in Z there exists a neighborhood V of z in Z

so that any map g: bdy(fi) \-> V - z extends to a map g: B h-> U - z where

B is a 2-disk. As in [Cl, p. 107], this local property implies Z has the DDP,
and then Z is a manifold by [Qn3].

Lemma 1.3. If [nx(K), nx(K)] = Wild(K), then Z is a manifold.

Proof. Let z £ [/nbhd c Z . Since Z is an ANR, there exist a neighborhood

V of z in  U and a strong deformation retraction of V to z in  U.   Let
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g: bdy(fi) h-> V be a mapping of the boundary of a disk. Since S is simply con-

nected, there is a map gx : B i-> S~X(U) c Y so that ôogx\bdy(B) = g|bdy(fi).
But (S - y) is locally tame in (Y - y) so we may adjust gx slightly to make

gx(B)n(S-y) = 0. Finally, since d~x(x)-y has embedding codimension 2 in

Y - y and Y rather obviously satisfies the disjoint arc-disk property of [Da2],

we can adjust slightly g\ so (d o gx)~ (x) is O-dimensional and i5og,|bdy(fi)

is homotopic in V - z to g\ bdy(fi).

Since d:Y^> M/f(K) is a homeomorphism over M/f(K) - int(|JF,),
we may choose the manifold mapping cylinder neighborhood, NK, of K in

M so that d~x (p(NK) - [JP,.-x) c S~X(V). By (1.6.1) there is a smaller
manifold mapping cylinder neighborhood, N'K , so that for any (« - 3)-complex

in p(N'K) - x there is a general position isotopy with support in p(Nk) - x

which moves that complex into (M/f(K) - x - \J P¡).

For any neighborhood, U\ (we emphasize that U\ is chosen independent

of U and V and may be arbitrarily small) with y £ U\, surface topology

and the O-dimensionality of gxx(y) allow us to identify a disk with holes,

B' c B - gx~l(y), so that bdy(fi) c bdy(fi'), and for each component, pB'k ,

of bdy(fi') not equal to bdy(fi), g\(pB'k) cUx-y.

We focus on a particular loop yk = g\\pB'k . Since d~x(x) - y has em-

bedding codimension 2 in Y - y , we may assume image(y^) n d~x(x) = 0.

Thus, the loop yk is homotopic in ô~x(U - z) to a loop y'k with image in

d~x (p(N'K) - x - \JPi). To see this, note first that t, oç(: Bf ^ Cf ^ P¡o{x}
is an embedding over image(y^) n P¡. Then, using the fact that the Can-

tor set, C,, has embedding codimension 2 in bdy(fi"), build a homotopy in

\JB" which fixes bdy(fif) and pushes (ç"1 o t"1 (imaged))) f|int(fi") along
a short collar to bdy(Bf) - Q. For U\ sufficiently small, the image under

t, o ç, of the tracks of the homotopy will stay inside ô~x(U - z) with the fi-

nal stage in d~x (p(N'K) - x - int( U P¡)). But d~x ( Ubdy (P,)) is locally tame

and, thus, collared in Y - ({J t, o c¡(Bf)) so y'k results from pushing the final

stage off (U T, o Çi(Bf)) using so little of the collar that image(y[) remains in

d~xop(NK).

Since Wld(nx(K)) = [ni(K), nx(K)], we see that

(1.12) {Wild(;r, (#)),!/! |,...,|/s|}

generates 7Cy(K). Since nx(K) is finitely generated, we may assume that the

elements

(1.13) {yi,...,yt,\h\,...,\ls\}

generate n\(K) (we may have to enlarge t ).

By regular neighborhood theory,

(1.14) p{N'K)-x*bdy(N'K)x(0,l]

and each has fundamental group isomorphic to nx(K). The previous paragraph

shows doy'k bounds a disk with holes in p(N'K)-x so that each other boundary

component represents a composite of elements from {y\, ..., yt, \l\\, ..., \ls\} .
Let ß be a loop in p(N'K)-x representing a y, and recall the earlier grope

construction. For any positive integer m , y¡ = n"=i yum where y¡jm belongs
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to (nx(K)y , the mth term in the derived series of nx(K), and is represented

by a boundary curve in the mth stage of the grope, D¡. We realize this equality

as a disk with holes in p(N'K) - x having ß as one boundary component and

each other representing a y¡jm . After performing this construction for each ß

making up the composite referred to in the previous paragraph and repeating for

all boundary components of the disk with holes other than d o y'k , we obtain a

larger disk with holes having image(doy'k) as one boundary component and each

other boundary component representing either an |/;| or a y,7m . By general

position, (1.6.1), and (1.14) we may also assume that each other boundary

component lies in (d(Ui) -\JP¡).
We use general position fixing the boundary of the disk with holes and our

choice of N'K to move the disk with holes into (p(Nk) - [j Pt■ - x). Then d~x

maps this back to a disk with holes in d~x(p(NK) -\JPi- x) with image(y^)

a boundary component. A boundary component representing an |/7-| may be

capped off in with a disk close to (Sj - y). For m sufficiently large a boundary

component representing a yijm may be capped off in d~x((p(NK)-\JPi)-S) c

S~X(U) - S. This cap necessarily will hit d~x(x) - y .
Putting together all of the disks with holes and corresponding caps yields a

map g2: B >-> (Ô-X(U)-S) with S o g2|bdy(fi) = g\bdy(B). We take as our
map, g = ô o g2 .

This completes the proof of Lemma 1.3.

Lemma 1.4. If Wild(JZi (K)) = ncl({y!, ..., ym}, %x (K)), then there is an almost
acyclic 2-complex, K', and a locally tame embedding f':K'^M satisfying

the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3, with

ncl(f¡(nx(K')), m(M)) s nd(/#(*,(*)), nx(M)).

Proof. For each y¡ e Wild(7ri(AT)), necessarily y¡ = n"Li ["/./> vt]\ where
Uij, v¡j £ Wild(7Ti (K)). We begin the construction of K' with a bouquet of m

simple closed curves, one for each y¡. To the z'th simple closed curve we attach

a disk with «, handles representing the relation, y, = n>Li[Mo > vij\ ■ Finally,

since each u¡j (respectively v,-y) is in ncl({yi, ..., ym}, nx(K)), we attach a

disk with holes with one boundary component attached to the meridian (respec-

tively longitude) of handle (i, j) and each other boundary component attached

to one of the original simple closed curves. Since all of the relations above are
relations in ^i(A^), the resulting complex, K', embeds in a regular neighbor-

hood of f(K) in M with the image of the z'th simple closed curve of K'^

representing y, £ nx(K). It is a straightforward exercise to show that K' is al-

most acyclic with Hx (K' ; Z) having a generator for each boundary of each disk

with holes which attaches to a |y,| and that Wild^i^') = [ni(K'), nx(K')].

Lemma 1.5. If neither the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3 nor Lemma 1.4 hold, then
there is an acyclic map v-.Z^N where N is an n-manifoldand 5 od~x op

is an embedding over S(v). the singular set of v .

Currently, no known examples fail to satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 1.4.

The question concerning the necessity of Lemma 1.5 is related to a problem

raised by Wall [W, Problem FIO, p. 387].

Proof. A slight modification to the proof of Lemma 1.1 yields a map F.Kx

[0, l]* M so that F\Kx{l} = f and F\(K^ x [0, l]u(\JKxtk)) is an
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embedding into (M - p~x(\JPi) - p~x °d(S)) for a sequence {tk} increasing

to 1. For each representative lj of a generator of Hx (K ; Z) and each tk ,

d~x o p o F(lj x tk) is a loop in Y - S which bounds a disk in Y - S close

to Sj . Let Lk be a 2-complex in Y - S obtained by attaching disks to each

such generator so that {S(Lk)} is a mutally disjoint, null sequence of acyclic 2-

complexes in Z - z . Let {NLk}°°  be a mutually disjoint sequence of manifold

mapping cylinder neighborhoods of the {Lk} 's in Z - z .

Each NLk is a homology cell. Daverman and Tinsley [DT2, Corollary 4.5]

show how to construct an acyclic map, vk : N^k h-> ̂ , where vk is the identity

on the boundary, vk is an embedding over the complement of a Cantor set,

and ^ is a contractible manifold. Let v. Z •->• N be the map which is the

identity on Z-({J NLk) and equal to vk on NLk and N has the identification

topology induced by v .
Thus, N is a manifold except at possibly v(z). Let W be any neighborhood

of v(z) in N. Let U = v~x(W). We now argue as in Lemma 1.3 except we

choose V to be ¡/-saturated and work entirely over Z - (|J N¿¡). The latter is

possible by general position since each N^k has a 2-spine. We proceed as before

until obtaining the loop y'k . The loop, doy'k , is homotopic in (p (NK) -x-\J P¡)

to a loop y'k in an appropriate NL¡ close to f(K). The loop v o y'k' bounds a

disk in %. We map everything into N-v(z) and see that N is an «-manifold

and the proof of Lemma 1.5 is complete.

Proof of Proposition 1.0. For an appropriate approximate inverse, « : M/f(K)

H-> F, to d, A = S o h o p: M >-+ N (Lemma 1.3 or Lemma 1.4) or A =

voôohop: M^N (Lemma 1.5) is the desired degree one map.

2. Crumpled laminations

We prove the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 2.0. Suppose K is an almost acyclic 2-complex and f:K*-*M is a
locally tame embedding such that

U(nx(K)) < nd(/#(Wild(ai(tf)), nx(M))>

Then there exists a crumpled lamination (W, M, N, p) with p~x([0, |)) =

Mx[0, 1), p~x([l, l]) = Nx[0, 1], and

nx(N) Si nx(M)lncl(image(/#), nx(M)).

The construction begins with M x [-1, 1]. Assume f:K^M is a locally

tame embedding of AT in M which satisfies (1.1)-(1.5). We adjust / slightly
as follows. Let Q be the flat boundary of a topological regular neighborhood

Nk of f(K) in M. Then / is homotopic in this neighborhood to f\ : K h-> Q
where f is either an embedding (n > 5) or an immersion (n = 5) with, at

worst, double points. In the latter case f\(K) is still an almost acyclic com-

pactum since it has the same homotopy type as K wedged with a bouquet of

circles (one circle for each pair of double points). Also, f also satisfies

(2.1) ncl(Mnx(K)),%x(M))Sinû(f#(nx(K)),nx(M)).

So we take fx for / and, since Q is flat in M, we assume

(2.2) f(K) <zQSaQx{0}cQx (-00, oo) C M ^ M x {0} C M x [-1, 1].
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By the spin of a space B x [0, oo) we mean the quotient space obtained from

B x [0, oo ) x Sx by identifying all circles of the form bxOxS1, b £ B. The spin

structure provides generalized polar coordinates (b, r, 8) for B x R2 where

r £ [0, oo) and 9 £ Sx. For ease of notation we assume the Sx coordinate is

a complex number (shown in bold) of modulus 1 and that the polar subspace,

b x [0, oo) x {-1, 1} (b x 0 x -1 = b x 0 x 1, 1 € 51, of course), naturally

corresponds to B x R1 x 0 c B x R2.

In our setting we give the neighborhood

(2.3) (gx(-oo,oo))x(-e,e)cAf x[-l, 1]

coordinates (q,r,6) by spinning gx[0,oo) in Mx(-l, 1) = Mx (-oo, oo)

and assume

(2.4) Q x [0, oo) x {-1, 1} c M x 0 c M x [-1, 1].

We will refer to

(2.5) Q x 0 x Sx/{q x 0 x Sx\q £ Q} c Q x [0, oo) x Sx/{q x 0 x Sx\q £ Q}

simply as Q.
We will now modify the construction of § 1. By (2.1 ) the same finite collection

of elements y, £ Wild(nx(K)) satisfies

(2.6) nd(f#(nx(K)), nx(M)) = ncl({yx, ..., yt}, nx(M)).

We mod out f(K) and let

(2.7) x = \f(K)\ £ Q/f(K) c M x 0/f(K) c M x [-1, l)/f(K)

with p: M x [-1, 1]hJ/x[-1, l]/f(K) the decomposition map. As in §1
we obtain a map p¡: D(+ i-» Q x [0, oo)/f(K) where D+ is a closed grope,

p,(Z)+ - D¡) - x, pi\Di is a locally tame embedding, /?,(bdy(D;)) is a loop
representing y¡ £ G, and so the D,-'s have mutually disjoint pinched regular

neighborhoods fi, c Q x (0, oo). As before we remove the interior of each fi,

and attach a cell, Bf , via a map

(2.8) (tí o ç,| bdy(fif)) : bdy(fif) -> bdy(P,) U x

satisfying (1.6.1)—(1.6.3). Now, simultaneously we make this replacement for

each 9 £ Sx and denote by Qg  the space

(2.9) ( (q x (0, oo) - MJ int(P<) J J U f [J fi A jxô.

We obtain a space, y, and a cell-like map d : y >-> M x [-1, 1 ]//(#)

where d has a single nontrivial point-preimage, d~x(x), homeomorphic to a

wedge of 2-disks, VQec ̂ a ( C a Cantor set), with wedgepoint y. The Cantor

set, C, arises naturally as C = Uj=1 Q where C, = t~1(x) c Cf. There is a
natural subspace Y c y so that (í/|7): FmMx 0/f(K) is a cell-like map

with single nontrivial point-preimage (d\Y)~x(x) homeomorphic to a wedge

of arcs,  Vaec ^a > where Aa = B% n Y.   There is a natural projection map

eV B\ i-> ̂ Q (not unlike the map fi2 r'* l~>r> fi1). In particular, we may

assume

(2.10) e~x(y)-ycQi+   where i e S1
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and <2¡+ lies in the same component of y - Y as does d~x o p(M x {-1}).

The space Y of this section is quite similar to the Y of § 1. It is an ANR

which is a manifold except at y and has the same local homology at y . The

only difference is that there are two gropes used in this section (corresponding

to -1,1 £ Sx ) for each grope in §1. The extra gropes affect neither the local

homology nor the ANR status of Y.
As before, we construct a wedge of 2-spheres, S = \¡s¡_x Sj with wedgepoint

y, in Y so that the inclusion of S - y into Y - y is locally tame and,

(2.11) H2(S;Z)^H2(S,S-y;Z)^H2(Y, Y-y;Z)^Zs.

But in addition,

(2.12) H2(S; Z) -2U H2(S, S -y ; Z) SU H2(y,y-y;Z) 2 V.

We identify an use cell-like decomposition of y . Denote by y+ the closure

of the component of y - Y containing Qï . Let (Da, Aa) C (y, Y) be one

of the (disk,arc) pairs constructed above. Denote by 3?+ the use decomposition

of y consisting of points, special element go = {(U^'OO) i~i^+} > aQd arcs

{e-x(a)\a£(Aa-y),a£C}.

Lemma 2.1. The decomposition &+ is shrinkable.

Proof of Lemma 2.1. We first shrink go and then show how to apply Corollary

3.4 of the next section. But go - y = C x (0, 1] is contained in the locally tame

codimension one submanifold Qt of y-y so go-y is standardly embedded

in y+ . By fairly standard 'radial' shrinking methods first introduced by Bing
[B or Da4, §8], go can be shrunk to the point y by a pseudo-isotopy supported

in an arbitrary neighborhood of go-y. If ng0 : y i-> y /go is the identification

map, then we have a homeomorphism hx-.y ^> y /go with hx\Y = ng0\Y .
We now apply Corollary 3.4 of the next section. For each i, 1 < i < t, let

U¡ be an open neighborhood of ng0(int(Bf)) in y/go so that

(2.13.1) U¡nUj = 0    for i¿j,

(2.13.2) clos(Ui) = ng0(bdy(P;)Ux).

For appropriate saturated neighborhoods, ^ , and after possible slight adjust-
ments of the 2-manifold, T - ng0(S - y), we piece together a homeomorphism

«2 : y/go >-> y/&+ so that the composition h = h2 ohx : y .-> y/&+ satisfies

h\S = 7tg>+ \S. We let the triple

(JT, Z, z) = (nz+(y)/h(S),%z+(Y)/h(S),h(y))

and (0,8): (y, Y) i-> (Z, Z) denote the decomposition map. We observe

that the pair (Z, Z) is a generalized manifold pair which is a manifold pair

except possibly at z and that 3?+ = (8(y+) - Z) is homeomorphic to M x

[o,i).
We repeat the analysis of §1. If the hypotheses of either Lemma 1.3 or 1.4

applies, then Z is a manifold, and we let (W, N) = (Z, Z). If Lemma 1.5
applies, the resulting acyclic map v: Z ^> N trivially extends to an acyclic
map Ç : Z •-> W with the same singular set. In any event, the resulting pair,

( W, N), is a manifold pair since the point, Ç(z),  is 1-LCC embedded in W.
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If Lemma 1.5 and v were indeed necessary, ./V may not be 1-LCC embedded

in (W — Z+). In this case, we may reembed Z+ U N in W so that N has

a collar in (W - Z+) homeomorphic to N x [|, 1] [Dal]. Then there is an

obvious crumpled lamination map p : Z+ UN x [|, 1] >-> [0, 1] satisfying the

conclusion of Theorem 2.0.

3. Decomposition theory

We summarize the decomposition theory necessary to complete the crumpled
lamination constructed in §2.

Let X: S"-x x [0, 1] -> S"~x x [0, oo) be a collar on the boundary; that is,

X is an embedding with X(s, 0) = (s, 0) for all 5 £ Sn~x. In this setting we

definitely do not assume that X(S"~X x 1) is bicollared in the image. Suppose
C is a fixed compact subset of S"~x. The spin (recall §2) S"~x x R? of S"~x x

[0, oo ) contains a distinguished space

(3.1) Sp(X, C) = (X(C xI)xSxl ~)Si(CxIx Sx/ ~) Si C x B2,

given by the obvious identification. We denote Sp(X, S"~x) more simply as

Sp(X) and note that in these representations Sp(X, C) c Sp(X) corresponds
to C x B2 c Sn~x x B2. The projection e: B2 -> Bl sending (x, y) £ B2

to x £ Bx induces what we call the vertical arc decomposition &(X, C) of

S"~x x R2 associated with X and C ; it consists of the point preimages under

the associated map Id xe : C x B2 ^ C x Bx together with the singletons from

outside Sp(X, C).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose X : Sn~x x [0, 1] —> Sn~x x [0, oo) is a collar on the

boundary, C is a compact k-dimensional subset of S"~x such that X(C x 1)
is 1-LCC embedded in S"~x x [0, oo), « > 4, and k < n - 3. Then the
decomposition map S"~x xR2 —> Sn~x xR2/^(X, C) is a near-homeomorphism.

Proof. In this setting Edwards's Cell-like Approximation Theorem [E2] estab-

lishes that it suffices to show Sn~x x R2/&(X, C) has the DDP. Since any two

mappings px,P2 of B2 to the quotient space can be approximated by images of

lifts y/x, \f/2 '■ B2 —> Sn~x x R2 , it is enough to show how to approximate y/x, y/2

by mappings ip'x, y/2 , respectively, such that no element of &(X, C) meets both

y/x(B2) and W2(B2). The 1-LCC condition on X(Cx 1) c S"'1 x[0, oo) implies
that the inclusion

(3.2) X(C x 1) x Sx C (S"-x x R2)\(S"-X x {origin}) Si Sn'x x (0, oo) x Sx

is a 1-LCC embedding. Hence, y/x, y/2 each can be approximated so as to

avoid X(C x 1) x Sx c C x bdy(fi2) c d(Sp(X)). We shall further modify these
adjusted images in Sp(X), and for this next operation we refer to the projection

map

(3.3) é = Id xe : Sn~l x B2 ^ Sn~l xBx.

We approximate y/¡ by maps y/¡ (i = 1, 2) such that y/¡, y/¡ agree outside

^-•(S"-1 xlntfi2) and

(3.4) e'y/'x(<i/x-l(S"-1 x Intfi2)) n e'y/'2(y/2x (S"-x x Intfi2)) n C x Bx =0.

For « > 5 this is simple general position; for « = 4 it still can be accomplished

by first making the relevant images e' y/[ and e' y/2 intersect in a locally finite
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set in Sn~x x Intfi1 and then, with a controlled ambient homeomorphism of

Sn~x x Intfi1, slipping this intersection off C x Bx, which is nowhere dense in
Sn~x x Intfi1.

Corollary 3.2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1, suppose & is another upper

semicontinuous decomposition of S"~x x R2 into points and arcs, where every
arc from 3? is a subarc of one in S?(X, C). Then the decomposition map Sn~x x

R2 —► Sn~x x R2/& is also a near-homeomorphism.

This follows directly from the proof of Theorem 3.1.

In particular, we will exploit a related upper half decomposition 3?+ , non-

degenerate elements of which are the intersections of those from &(X, C) with

C x B2 C C x B2, where, of course, B2 = {(x, y) £ B2\y > 0}. Let

n+: S"~x x R2 —> Sn~x x R2/^+ denote the associated decomposition map.

We will need the following relative version of Corollary 3.2.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose X: Sn~x x [0, 1] -> Sn~x x [0, oo) is a collar on the

boundary, « > 4, and C is a compact 0-dimensional subset of Sn~x such

that X(C x I) is 1-LCC embedded in Sn~x x [0, oo). Suppose that, in addition,
n:T -> \nl(Sp(X)r\(Sn~x xBx) is a locally flat, closed embedding of a 2-manifold

T. Then rj can be approximated, arbitrarily closely, by another embedding n' :
T —> Sn~x x Intfi1 such that for every &+- saturated open cover %/ of Sn~x x

R2 there exists a homeomorphism h: Sn~l x R2 —> Sn~x x R2/¡?+ satisfying

h\n'(T) = n+\r]'(T) and h is n+(^)-close to n+.

Proof. The key is to approximate r\, in a fashion comparable to that of Theo-
rem 3.1, to make the projection q of t]'(T)nlnt(Sp(X) n (Sn~x x Bx) to Sn~x

have q o n'(T)nC tamely embedded in S"~x. All this entails is a controlled

PL approximation so that, for each simplex a of some triangulation of T,
q o r\'(a) is a simplex in Sn~x. This forces the 0-dimensional set q o n'(T) n C

to be standardly embedded in X(Sn~x x [0, 1)). It follows as in [Da4, §28] that
Sp(X, q o n'(T) nC)Sá(qo n'(T) n C) x B2 is 1-LCC embedded in S"'x x R2 .

This means that we can regard (q o n'(T)f)C) x B2 as the collection of disks
corresponding to C x B2 —> Sn~x x R2 , where C c Sn~x is a standardly em-

bedded 0-dimensional subset. Here it is easy to produce a map / of S"~x x R2
to itself such that

(3.5.1) fW(T) = identity,

(3.5.2) / is one-to-one over S"-x x R2\n'(T),

(3.5.3) /is ^-close to the identity,

and

(3.5.4) gn n'(T) Í 0  (g £ %+) implies f(g) = gn n'(T).

Now the cell-like map tt+ o f~x : S"~x x R2 — Sn~x x fi2/3?+ is 1-1 over n+ o

f-xn'(T). Since (S"'x xR2/&+)\n+of-x(n'(T)nSp(X, Q) is a manifold, it is
a direct consequence of Edwards's work [E2] that n+of~x can be approximated

by a homeomorphism « : S"~x x R2 —> Sn~x x R2/&+ subject to the conditions

required in the theorem.

The following corollary necessary in §2 follows trivially.
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Corollary 3.4. Theorem 3.3 holds if S" l x M2 is replaced by U where U is
any   n+-saturated open subset of Sn~x x M2.

4. Perfect subgroups of finitely presented groups

The study of crumpled laminations leads us directly to the study of per-

fect subgroups of finitely presented groups since whenever (W, M, N, p) is a

crumpled lamination, necessarily ker(z'#) is perfect where i: M >-> W is inclu-

sion [DT2, Lemma 2.5].

In [H], Howie classifies countable groups according to properties of their per-

fect subgroups. We warn the reader that these definitions are given as negations

of particular properties and, as such, may be somewhat confusing. However,
these are convenient for stating the behavior of the classes under the standard

group theoretic operations. All groups are countable.

Definition 4.1. A group G belongs to % if G contains no nontrivial finitely
generated perfect subgroups.

Definition 4.2. A group G belongs to y if G contains no nontrivial perfect

subgroups.

Those groups which belong to y are precisely the transfinite metaabelian
groups. Obviously, y c % . We introduce and investigate two intermediate

classes of groups. These arise naturally out of the study of crumpled lamina-

tions.

Definition 4.3. A group G belongs to Sf if whenever (W, M, N, p) is a

crumpled lamination, i: M ^ W is inclusion, and nx(M) = G, then necessar-
ily ker(z'#) = 1.

Consequently, crumpled laminations whose elements have fundamental
groups belonging to Sf are trivial in the sense that the manifolds, W, involved

are either products or nontrivial «-cobordisms [DT2, Theorem 5.1].

By the remark opening this section, y c J?. For any finitely presented

group G with nontrivial finitely generated perfect subgroup P, Daverman and

Tinsley exhibit a crumpled lamination (W,M,N,p) with nx(M) = G ,

nx(N) Si G/(P), and ker(z'#) s ncl(P, G). As a result, JSf C ^ and, thus,
y c J? c %. In fact, W is constructed as the union of the mapping cylinder
of an acyclic map on M and a possibly nontrivial «-cobordism. The nontrivial
point preimages of the acyclic map may be chosen to be acyclic 2-complexes.

In this paper we have constructed a crumpled lamination which is funda-

mentally different. In particular, ker(z#) is not the normal closure of a finitely

generated perfect group and W does not have a mapping cylinder structure of

the type described above [T].

Definition 4.4. A group G belongs to sé if for every almost acyclic group, H,

and homomorphism, <j>: H i-> G, with

(p(H) < ncl((p(Wûd(H)), G)

it is necessarily the case that <p(H) = 1.

Since acyclic 2-complexes are trivially almost acyclic, we have sf c %. In

Theorem 2.0 we showed that ^cj/,so /ci'cic^.
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Our efforts to find interesting examples of crumpled laminations has focused

on the following question.

Question 4.5. Which of these containments are proper?

In [H] Howie shows that the containment y c ^ is proper. In particular,

Adams's group [Ad],

A = (y,t\y = y-lrly-ltyrxyt)

belongs to ^ - y . However, it is unknown whether A £ 2f. Until recently,

no other definitive information about the properness of these containments was

available.
A reasonable approach to Question 4.5 studies the behavior of these four

classes with respect to basic group theoretic operations of taking a free prod-
uct (Free), a split amalgamated free product (SplitAmalg), and a split HNN

extension (SplitHNN) Howie has done this for the two classes y and %. We

summarize his results for these two classes in table (4.1). Each row corresponds

to an operation; each column corresponds to one of the classes. Each entry

(yes/no) indicates whether the given class is closed under the corresponding

operation.

y   y

(4 y. Free Yes   Yes
SplitAmalg Yes   Yes
SplitHNN No   Yes

Adams's group, A , can be presented:

A = (y, x, t\y = [y, x], x = y')

so that A is a split HNN extension of the group

(y, x\y = [y, x]) = (y, x\y2 = yx)

and the latter is a split HNN extension of Z. But ncl(y, A) is a nontrivial

perfect subgroup of A so y is not closed under the operation of taking split
HNN extensions. As % is closed in this respect, A £ % - y.

Consider the group

(4.2) G = (y,i|y = [y,y(y)]>.

In our introduction we indicated why G £ sé and how G is a split HNN ex-

tension of A and, thus, is the result of a finite number of split HHN extensions

of Z. So, neither J¿? nor sé is closed under split HNN extensions. But %

is closed with respect to this operation. We summarize this in row 3 of table

(4.3).
We show below that sé is closed under split amalagamated products. A

similar theorem for 2? is unresolved. The difficulty highlights the limit of our

understanding of the relationship between the geometry of crumpled lamina-

tions and the structure of the fundamental groups of the involved manifolds.

All classes are closed under free products. To summarize,

y   sr   sé   w
,. ,v Free Yes   Yes   Yes   Yes

[    ] SplitAmalg Yes     ?     Yes   Yes
SplitHNN No    No    No    Yes
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The following lemma holds for both & and sé . For 3?, we let P = ker(z'#)

where i: M i-> W. For sé , we let P = ncl(<p(H), G). In both cases fi is a

perfect normal subgroup of G.

Lemma 4.6. Suppose G $ S? (resp. sé) and y/: G y-* Gx is a homomorphism

so that y/(P) # 1 e Gx. Then Gx i S? (resp. sé).

Proof. We consider the two cases separately. First, we have

(4.4) 1 ¿ <p(P) = y/(ncl(<l>(H), G)) < ncl(|p o <p(H), Gx).

Thus, ip o <p(H) ̂  1. Similarly,

(4.5) p o (p(H) < y/(ncl((p(Wld(H))), G) < ncl(^ o </>(Wild(/7)), Gx)

implying that Gx £ sé , finishing the first case.

Since S? is not as yet understood in group theoretic terms, the proof is

rather geometric. Let (W, M, N) be a nontrivial crumpled lamination with

nx(M) = G and y/: G >-> Gx a surjection with >p(P) ¿ 1. Let p: W <->■ [0, 1]
be the decomposition map. Let B2 = [0, 1] x [0, 1], tB2 = [0, t] x [0, t], and
W = W x [0, 2] x [0, 2]. For 0 < / < 1 define

(4.6) ht = (p~x(t) x (1 + t)B2) U (p~l([0, t]) x bdy((l + t)B2))

and q': W h» [0, 1] by q(ht) = t. Double W along Mxclos(2fi2-fi2). The
map q' naturally doubles to a map q" from the double to [0, 1]. This yields a

cobordism (W", M", N") and a crumpled lamination q" : W" ^ [0, 1] with

(4.7.1) dim(W") = n + 3,

(4.7.2) M" = q"~x(0)^MxS2,

(4.7.3) N" = q"~x(l)SiNxS2.

The point of this construction is that there is a flat embedding of M x B2 x [0, 1 ]

in W" with q"(M xB2 xt) — t. There are a finite number of 2-handles which

may be attached to M to realize the surjective homomorphism y. These

attachments naturally extend to Mxfi2x[0, 1] to yield a crumpled lamination

(WX,MX,NX) with nx(Mx) s Gx. Since y/(P) ¿ 1 £ Gx , this crumpled
lamination is nontrivial, and, thus, Gx £ S? . This completes the proof of the

lemma.

Theorem 4.7. The class sé is closed under the operation of taking split-amalga-

mated products.

Proof. Suppose Gx, G2 £ sé , G = Gx *K G2, and r: Gx ^ K is the split-
ting retraction homomorphism. Then r extends to a retraction s : G h-> G2.

If G C. 3? (resp. sé ), then necessarily 1 ^ <p(H) < P < ker(s) or else

(72 £ 2? (resp. sé ). Any standard subgroup theorem for a free product with

amalgamation (e.g., [LS]) gives the structure of <p(H) as the free product F *

(ïl((p(H) n G\)) where F is a free group and X ranges over a subset of G. Let

Pi : (p(H) H+ <p(H) n Gf be the natural retraction. Since G\ Si Gx £ sé , then

4>(H) n G\ = 1 . So, (p(H) = F. But (p(Wild(H)) < Wild(<f>(H)) = 1. Thus,
(p(H) = 1 and G £ sé .

The proof of Theorem 4.7 yields
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Corollary 4.8. The class 5? is closed under the operation of taking doubly split

amalgamated products.

Proof. There is also a retraction s' : G »-+ Gx . The subgroup theorem then puts

the perfect group fi in a free subgroup of Gx *k G2 , forcing P to be trivial,

and the conclusion follows.

Corollary 4.9. Both ¿¿? and sé are closed under free products.

Appendix: Generalized «-manifolds

We examine the construction of §1 more closely. Let M be an orientable

«-manifold (n > 5), K c int(AT) be a tamely embedded almost acyclic

2-complex, and L be a manifold mapping cylinder neighborhood of K in

int(Af). All homology and cohomology is with Z coefficients. We denote the

direct sum of 5 copies of Z by Zs. By definition we have, for some non-

negative integer, 5,

f 0,        q>2,
(A.1) Hq(L) Si Hq(K) = { Z*,        q=l,

[Z, q = 0.

We also have the following equivalences:

(A.2) Hq(M, M-K)Si Hq(L, L-K)Si Hq(L, bdy(L)) Si H„-9(L).

The first is by excision, the second by regular neighborhood theory, and the last

by duality. So,

{0, q <n -2 or q > n,

Zs,       q = n-l,

Z, q = n.

Consider the exact sequence of (L, bdy(L)) :

(A.4)
Hq+l(L)      -»    Hq+1(L,bdy(L))    -» Hq(bdy(L))    - Hq(L)    -     Hq(L, bdy(L))

II II II II
0 0 0 Hq(M,M-K)

(i+l>2) (« + 1 < n - 2) (q>2) \\
0

(<? < n - 2)

Inspection yields

(A.5) Hq(bdy(L)) - i

q = n-l,

q = n-2,

q = l,

. 0, otherwise,

as long as « > 4.

Consider the identification spaces L/K and M/K and let x = \K\. Obvi-

ously, L/K is an AR and has trivial reduced homology. M/K is an ANR; it

follows from the exact sequence of (L/K, L/K-x) that Hq(L/K, L/K-x) ~

Hq-1 (L/K - x) and from regular neighborhood theory that the latter is isomor-

phic to Hq_x(bdy(L)). This and excision yield

(A.6) Hq(M/K, M/K -x)Si Hq_x(bdy(L)).
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The grope construction of § 1 produces a cell-like map, d : (Y, y) i-> (M/K, x),

where W = d~x(x) is a wedge of arcs with wedgepoint y, Y is an ANR, and

and Y - y is a manifold. In the manifold, Y - y, duality gives

(A.7) Hq(Y-y,Y-W)^Hf-q(W -y) = Q

so the homology sequence of the triple (Y, Y -y, Y - W) shows that

(A.8) Hq(Y, Y - W) Si Hq(Y, Y - y).

But d: (Y, Y - W) \-> (M/K, M/K - x) is a homology equivalence so (A.5),
(A.6), and (A.8) imply

(A.9) Hq(Y,Y-y)SíHq-X(bdy(L))Sí{

lo.

q = n,

q = n-l,

0 = 2,
otherwise.

The construction of §1 also identifies a wedge of 2-spheres, S = ys¡=xSj

C Y with wedgepoint y, with each Sj representing a distinct generator of

H2(Y, Y - y). Inspection of the following diagram shows that the homology

sequence of (Y, Y - y) splits at H2(Y):
(A.10)

0 0

H3(Y,Y-y)

0

H2(S-y)

H2(Y-y)

H2(S)

: I

H2(Y)

H2(S,S-y)

H2(Y,Y-y)

Hx(S-y)

Hx(Y-y)

Thus, (A.9) and (A. 10) force

(A.11) H2(Y) Si H2(Y - y) ® H2(Y, Y - y) Si H2(Y - y) ®ZS.

Let 8: Y ^ Y/S be the identification map and let Z = Y/S and z = \S\
goal of this appendix is to show that Z is a homology manifold, i.e.,

(A.12) Hq(Z,Z-z)Si

The

0,
q = n,
q^n.

First, note that Hq(Z) = Hq(Y/S) = Hq(Y, S). The exact homology sequence

for the pair, (Y, S) yields Hq(Y) Si Hq(Y, S) (q f 2). For q = 2 we have
shown (A. 10) that the inclusion S t-> Y induces a splitting at the level of second

homology so

(A.13) H2(Y) S H2(S) © H2(Y, S) Si Zs © H2(Y, S)

and (A. 11 ) and finitely generated abelian group theory show

(A. 14) H2(Y,S)*H2(Y-S).

Now, decompose S as S - Qx U Q2 where Qx is a wedge of s closed 2-disks,

02 is a disjoint union of 5 closed 2-disks, and Qx n Q2 is a disjoint union
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of s simple closed curves. Duality applies [Do, Chapter VIII, §7] to give the

Mayer-Vietoris sequence

Hq{Y,Y-S)-+Hq{Y,Y-Qy)®Hq{Y,Y-Q2)^Hq{Y,Y-QxC\Q2)^

(A.15)

Hq(Y, Y - y) e Hq{W , W - A)        Hq{W , M" - B)

where A and B are finite sets of s points and simple closed curves respectively.

Then (A. 9) and a diagram chase show that

{Z, q = n,
Zs, q = 2,

0,        otherwise.

Finally, 8: (Y, Y - S) i-> (Z, Z - z) induces the diagram

Hq+l(Y,Y-S) ->  H9(Y-S)    a(n_2><?>3)' Ht(Y) -> Hq(Y, Y - S)

(A. 17) i. a. («i«) a.

Hq+x(Z,Z-z)->Hq((Z-z)      -►      Hq{Z) ->Hq(Z,Z-z)

It is immediate that

( Z,       q = n,
(AAS) Hq(Z,Z-z)Si\     '       q       'q 10,        «-2>^>4.

The cases q — n - 1,3,2, orl  follow from careful diagram chases using

(A.14)and(A.16).
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